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                    [UK-B2C] HP - Promo block - 2
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                    monbento® Kids

                    The collection for little food lovers

                    [UK-B2C] HP - Promo block - 3
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                    LUNCH BAGS

                    For an easy-to-carry lunch set!

                    [UK-B2C] HP - Promo block - 4
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                    CUTLERY SETS

                    For comfortable on-the-go meals

                    [UK-B2C] HP - Promo block - 5

            

        

    


    
    
    



         
                    
                The stars of the moment
            

                All products 
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                                                            New

                                                        
                                
                                    MB Positive S green Forest                                
                            

                            
                                £12.90                                                            
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                                                            New

                                                        
                                
                                    MB Sense The Journey                                
                            

                            
                                £35.90                                                            
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                                                            New

                                                        
                                
                                    MB Cooly purple Owly                                
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                                    MB Fresh graphic Jungle                                
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                                    MB Element graphic Plume                                
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                                    MB Tresor cinnamon Fox                                
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                                    MB Original green Natural                                
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Bento family

A week of batch cooking recipes with Make Me Healthy
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Discover

Roasted sweet potato salad












monbento is there for all the family in their everyday adventures! During the morning coffee break with the MB Pop insulated bottle, at lunchtime with the MB Tresor kids lunch box, at snack time for little (and big) foodies with the MB Gram snack box, at the gym with the MB Positive reusable bottle, and even through till dinner with the Made in France MB Original bento box or MB Gourmet transparent lunch box to use as a doggy bag at a restaurant. It's a real treat to be part of your daily life!


Discover our products
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    A 3-year warranty for all our bento boxes.
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    Free delivery from £110 (see conditions).
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    A customer service at your disposal.
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    Made in France: an ongoing process.

    

    

    

    

      
    
      

        

  
    
      A question
    

    

  

  
    
      
        
          Consult our online help
          
        
      

      
        
          Contact us
          
        
      

      
        +33 4 15 44 10 02
        (Cost of a local call)
        From Monday to Friday 9 AM > 12 PM & 2 PM > 7 PM (local hours)

      

    

  




        

  
    
      Newsletter
    

    

  

  
    
      
          
        
          
            
            I subscribe
          

          
            
              
            

            I agree to receive newsletters from monbento and that my data is treated in accordance with the personal data management policy. I can unsubscribe at any time.

          
        

      

    

  






        
  
    
      Follow us
    

    

  

  
    
      
        	


            
          
          	


            
          
          	


            
          
          	


            
          
        
      

    

  

  
    #monbento 

    @monbento
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  Find us  

More than 1,000 points of sale and partner restaurants around the world

Find us  









  Find us  

Horeca professionals, discover how to reduce your disposable packagings

Find us  







      

        
          
            Contact us

FAQ

.

Press

Pro space
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	Shop




          

        


        
          
              Blog

 Customise your bento 

My account

 Withdrawal Form 


              
          

        


      


      Delivery Terms of sale Legal notice Data protection policy Site plan





          

  












    


    
    